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IKTRODUCTION 
Let 111 be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary of 
dimension NZ. JVe denote the metric tensor by G and the Riemannian 
measure by dvol. Let E,, and E, be smooth vector bundles over A1 with 
a smooth pointlvise inner product ( , ). Let A: C(E,,) --f C”(E,) be an 
elliptic differential operator. Define positive self-adjoint elliptic operators 
D, = A*A and D, = 14A*. Let [hij , B,jli,l+, be a spectral resolution 
of the operators Dj into an orthonormal basis of eigensections Bij with 
eigenvalue Aij . Define 
,f(t, 8, -4) =: i (-1)’ sq-- fh,j)(t)ij ) tr,j)(.Y). ,-=O ,=i 
It is well known [l l] thatfis well defined for t > 0 and has an asymptotic 
expansion as t ---f O+ of the form 
(Iz?,~ 0 for ?z odd). 
The invariants BPL(x, A) are smooth functions of .I. They can be com- 
puted functorially in terms of the derivatives of the total symbol of A and 
in terms of the derivatives of the metrics on the tangent space TM, and 
on E, and E, . There is a formula for the index of the elliptic complex 
(E,,E,,-4): 
!, B,,(.v, ,d) dvol 0 if ?I -:- JJJ 
= index (A) if TJ. == 111. 
If (E, , E, , la) is the signature complex, then B,,, depends upon the 
orientation of M and is in an invariantly defined 111 form. If m = 4k, 
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U,,, is the Ilirzebruch L,, polynomial. We now suppose that M is a 4k- 
dimensional manifold with boundary &Q!. Assume the metric G is 
product near the boundary. The signature, sign(M), is defined for 
manifolds with boundary and is additive on that category. The Hirzebruch 
signature formula implies that 
depends only on the bounding manifold dM. 7(dM) is a global invariant 
which cannot be expressed as the integral of a local invariant over d&f. 
Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [3] give a formula for q(dhY) in terms of the 
spectrum of a certain differential operator on dh2. If the metric is not 
assumed to be product near the boundary, there is a correction term 
TG(L,.) such that 
TG(L,J is a functorially defined 4k ~ 1 form in the first and second 
fundamental forms on dhf. It is discussed in more detail in [7]. 
The analog of this in\.ariant for a Hermitian manifold is more com- 
plicated. Let h! be an analytic manifold of real dimension 311~ which is 
compact without boundary. I,et G be a Hermitian metric on 111. The 
arithmetic genus of M is the index of the Dolbeault complex. If 
B&X, 2 + $*) is the invariant from the heat equation, then 
We regard B2,,, as a 2~2 form using the canonical orientation of -12. 
Let M’ be a complex manifold with boundary dlV1’; we suppose the 
metric and complex structure are product near the boundary. The 
arithmetic genus of a complex manifold with boundary is not well 
defined. Let 
u(dM) == - i BS,r,(“q ; -+ 2) 
. M 
mod Z/2. 
This is an invariant in R module half integers. We reduce mod half 
integers rather than just integers for technical reasons. The index formula 
given by the heat equation implies that (II depends only on the bounding 
manifold dAf. The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem [3] expresses this 
invariant in terms of the spectrum of an operator defined on d&T. 
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Let ‘i,, be the holomorphic connection on the holomorphic tangent 
space and let R(Y,,) be th e curvature tensor of this connection. Let .F 
be the total Todd polynomial and let .F(R(Y,,)),,, be the 2rt1 form defined 
by the Todd class in the top dimension. The RiemanwRoch- IIirzebruch 
formula for a compact complex manifold lvithout boundnr!- is: 
For a generic Hcrmitian metric G, iye noted in [lo] that &,,,(.Y, 7 . F*) ~-2 
.B(w-‘,,)L,, . This n-as in sharp contract to the other classical elliptic 
complexes where we could identify the integrand of the heat equation 
with the formula of the Xtivah-Singer index thcowm. Ak a result of this 
inequality, we do not immediately get a formula for ~(li,U) in terms of 
the Todd form. In this paper \\‘e \vill construct ;I functoriallv defined 
2~ - 1 form R,,, such that 
This yields 
There are additional boundary integrals \vhich occur if the metric and 
complex structure are not product near AlI. ‘I’he in\-ariant .\(d-11) has 
been discussed in detail by Donnely [4]. 1-h ere is a corresponding result 
for the Dolbeault complex xvith coefficients in a holomorphic wctor 
bundle L’. 
Although the integral of B,,(s, F + i* ) \-anishes for II :-~ 2171, this 
invariant dots not vanish locally for a generic Hermitian metric if 72 ;- vz 
and 1~ is even [lo]. In [9], ~vve constructed functorially defined 2m .-.- 1 
forms C?,,,, IL such that dp,,.,,, ~ B,,(x, T -i- g*) for 11 2777. Since the 
0 _ ,,I. 7) and R,,, are functorial, they can be expressed in terms of the co- 
\-ariant derivatives of the curvature and torsion tensors of the holomorphic 
connection. It would be an interesting problem to determine the correc- 
tion terms Q,,,,,, and R,,, in terms of the curvature and torsion tensors. 
This would permit a more explicit evaluation of the invariant ‘A(L?:U) for 
a non-Kaehler metric. If C is Kaehler, m-e showed in (6) that 
R2,,L(.~, 2 + i*) = Y(R(T,,)),,, and therefore the additional boundary 
integral for S~(ctM) can be ignored for a Kaehler metric on -11. 
607/21: 1-5 
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I 
We adopt the following notational conventions for the remainder of 
this paper. 1%’ is a compact complex manifold of dimension 2m without 
boundary. G is a Hermitian metric for M. 2 = (2, ,..., Z,,,) is a holo- 
morphic coordinate system. If Zj = Sj + iITj, let 
dZj = dAj + idIuj iipz, = (a&s, - i6/61,);2 
dzj = dATj - idI, i;;rgj = (i:‘i& -1 ;q;JI;)p 
If ti = (q ).,.) a,,,) is a multi-index, define 
171 
‘I’ d, := n (;:‘aZj)‘f~ c/,; = n (~~2Z,)“~ 
i -1 ,--I 
Let I = (ir ,..., i,,) for 1 < i, < ... <‘: i,, < ~1 and let /I/ = p. Define 
dZ, = dZil ... dZip dz, I= dzl, . . d&,> . 
Let A(ll.ql be the complex subspace of the complex exterior algebra 
which is spanned by all products dZ, dZ, for /I/ = p and 1 J/ = q. 
Extend the metric G to be the bilinear on 7’M (2, S. ‘Then 
G(?,IHZ, , ij’bz,) = G(iijiiZj , E,‘PZ,) == 0. 
Let 
gjx = G(@Z, , $i;Zk) g = drt(&. 
Since G is Hermitian, the matrix gjfi is Hermitian symmetric. Introduce 
formal symbols [g ml, gjLiub, 1 for the inverse of the determinant and for 
the derivatives of the metric. The indicesj and k range from 1 through m; 
a and ,8 are multi-indices. Let 9 be the polynomial algebra generated 
by the -(g--i, gjG:,lB) variables subject to the relation that 8-i det(gji) = 1. 
We include the elements g-i and gjfi in the algebra .Y to be able to define 
invariant expressions for any coordinate system and not just those 
coordinate systems which are normalized to be orthonormal at some 
point z,, . If P E 9, P will be said to be a polynomial in the derivatives of 
the metric. If G is a Hermitian metric and Z is a holomorphic coordinate 
system, let 
gjLlaB(G, Z)(z) = dadsG(@Zj , f&3&)(,-) 
g(G, Z)(z) = WgjdG, Z))(,-). 
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Extend this evaluation to an algebra homomorphism to define P(C, Z)(z) 
for any P E 3. 
-4 ( p, q) form valued polynomial is a cOl~e&JI~ of polynomials 
P -:= {P,,Jj for /1/ = p and /.// ~~ q. IMne 
P(G, Z) = 1 I;,,(G. Z) t/z, l/2,, F‘I”‘.“‘. 
If P(G, 2) is independent of the hoiomorphic coordinate system 2, 
P is said to bc invariant. Let P(G) t .l 1 (P.“’ be this common ~,alue and let 
YtI,,l,) be the infinite-dimensional \-ector space of all (p, q) form valued 
invariant polynomials in the derivatives of the metric. Let .b,, -= 
3)r,ra: PL Y~c,,~) be the vector space of all w-form \-alued invariant poly- 
nomials in the derivatives of the metric. Exterior differentiation d 
induces a natural map 
Both B2,,1(~, 5 + z*) and 3(R(Y1()),,, can be computed functorially in 
terms of the derivatives of the metric. Since these are coordinate free 2112 
forms, &,,,(s, 2 - g*) and ,Y(R(Y,,)),,, both belong to :Yz,,,; \\e have 
proved earlier [6] that these two invariants agree for a Iiaehler metric. 
Y'HEOREM 1 .I. 3R E .Y?,,, -1 such tht dR(G) =~-- Bg,,,(s, ; - c*) - 
.3-( R( Gh)),,( for any H evnzitb metric- G trnd cxvnples mnllifold .II. R cat1 be 
chosen so R(G) =z 0 if G is a Kaehler metric. 
* This result generalizes to the tlyisted Dolbeault complex as follows. 
I,et Y be a holomorphic vector bundle over ,‘lZ with a Hermitian metric 11. 
Let Y7H be the holomorphic connection on I’. ‘This connection allows us 
to define the twisted Dolbeault complex \rith coefficients in I-. I.et 
,lo,ewn == (3 flo.“~ ~~u,otltl =7 (‘i ,lU,“‘i 11 -’ /ll’.- -= :& ‘,I”.‘/. 
(1 ‘i ,i 
The metric H defines an operator (i - ;*)H: C’(:lO~(~\ VU 13 1.) + 
Cr(Ao.O(ld @ P-1. The operator i,{ is independent of the metric II; the 
adjoint i?,* depends upon II. 1,et ch(T’) be the Chern character of I- and 
let ch(R(Y-,)) be th e corresponding differential form. I,ct 
Q(G, H) = (Ch(K(\-H)) .Y-(z-q~,t))),,i t .I(~~~~~~~’ 
be the integrand of the Riemann-Roch- IIirzebruch formula. ‘l’hen 
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For a generic Hermitian metric G on TM, Q(G, H) ~-m B3,,,(q (2 + ?*)H). 
We proved earlier [6] that these two local formulas for the index agree 
for a Iiaehlcr metric G. 
1,et.f ~ (.fl ,...,.fr) b e a local holomorphic frame for the vector bundle 
t- and let 
l~oh = WL 1 h,) for N, b ~-: I ,..., dim(l-) = 1’. 
h = &!t(lQj). 
Introduce formal v,ariables (ki, IQ,,,$ and let 1 be the polynomial 
algebra in the [s -.I, h-ml, gjl;-;,,B , 1~,,,,,~j variables subject to the relation that 
g--l dct(gjj/;) = /l-i det(h,&) = 1. If H . is a Hermitian metric and f is a 
frame for IT, and if 2 is a holomorphic coordinate svstem, define 
Extend this evaluation to define Q(G, H, f, Z) for any Q E 4 and metrics 
G, H, framef, and holomorphic coordinate system 2. If Q is an n-form 
valued polynomial in the derivatives of the metrics G and H, Q is 
invariant if Q(G, f1) = Q(cG, H, f, 2) is independent of the framef and 
coordinate system Z. Let A!,, be the infinite-dimensional vectorspace of 
all invariant tz-form valued polynomials in the derivatives of the metrics 
G and H. 
It is clear that Q(G, II) and Bz,,,(~z., (Z + ;*),,) can be expressed 
functorially in terms of the derivatives of the metrics G and N. Since they 
are invariant, they belong to d?,,( . Exterior differentiation d induces a 
natural map d: 9,, + 2,, :-i; we generalize Theorem 1.1 to the twisted 
Dolbcault complex in 
'I'HEOREN 1.2. 3R E AZ,,,-, mch that dR(G, H) = &,Js, (i j- ?*),) 
_O(G, H)fw atg~ (G, II). R(G, 11) -: 0 <f G is a Kaekler metric. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from 1.2 if l’ ~-7 M ‘.; @ and H is the flat metric 
on l’. 
2 
T’l’e describe the Dolbeault complex geometrically as follows. Let Yr 
be the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle TM. Extend ‘Vr to 
be complex linear on the complexified exterior algebra A. In general, of 
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course, Fr will not restrict to a connection on the spaces A(l’~~~. I,et 
e: T*M Ql il ---f A and e*: T*dU @ A ---f A be exterior multiplication 
and its adjoint, interior multiplication. Extend e and e* to be complex 
linear maps from (T*A4 @ 02) Q ,‘I + .I. The real operator tl + d* is 
described by the diagram: 
CJ+l) A Cf(TX_l[ (;“I) J-L C7(-1). 
‘I’he Dolbeault complex is obtained by taking appropriate projections. 
Let 7: .4 - zlo.~~~l(~ be the natural projection map. The Dolbeault comples 
with the operator (5 + i*) is defined bv the diagram: 
(,” (‘/p en ) I--+ CL(/l) L+ c’j (7’*3/ ‘,‘, &,I) *!:I!, (‘/(/I) _TL, ~~(;p.o’l~‘). 
If I’ is a holomorphic vector bundle w-ith a Hermitian metric H, let Y,{ 
be the holomorphic connection defined by II. I,et Yr @) Y,1 be the 
induced connection on A 0 I’; the twisted Dolbeault complex with 
operator (7 ;- ?*)H is defined by the diagram: 
C’qJo,c\-en (& IT) c-, q/j :,I’ 1.) -zL p( 7’“;U (5’ aq :j [ -) 
. . . (GC,) Jl+ C*(fl (~5) I-) 22, c~.(‘p.uI!d ,.~, 1 J 
If T- is any connection on 11, we can use this diagram to define an elliptic 
complex with operator L4(Y, H): Cr(L?o.~J~(‘ll @ I-) -+ C7(A0~o~1d @ I ‘) 
lvhich will hare the same leading symbol as the Dolbeault complex. If Y 
restricts to ‘I connection on A”~clYcll, n-e can express the complex without 
the use of prqiection operators by the diagram: 
c’l (A o.e\en (2, r-) .LcL+ (y(/l 0 1 Q /l’.“) (2) ypewl (7 IT) 
... b3 -r,*)cJ1 c, 
> (- 
/l”.“,,d ‘- 
i;-' I.). 
We define the operator ,4’(Y, H): C’I-(A”.O~~~ @ LY) ---f C7(A0.~‘\ (‘11 ~3 L’) 
by interchanging the roles of A”.e~7~‘~ and A”.O’l(l in the previous diagrams. 
It should be noted that even if Y restricts to a Riemannian connection on 
AO.even and .lO,odd that A’(Y, H) need not be the formal adjoint of 
A(C, H). In particular, if V:I; is the antiholomorphic connection on 
AO,Q’, -4’(Y,5 , H) is not the formal adjoint of -4(Y,t , H) for a generic 
Hermitian metric G. 
We will say that a connection Y on A (or any natural sub-bundle) is 
natural if Tve can express the connection matrix of V relative to the frame 
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(dZ, dZ,j as a linear combination of the first derivatives of the metric 
tensor G. The coefficients of each first derivative must be a universal 
l-form valued matrix which is a polynomial in the (g-i, gjf;> variables. 
Both the Levi-Civita connection 0, and the antiholomorphic connection 
VI; are natural. Similarly, we will say that a 1 -form valued endomorphism 
S of A (or any natural subbundle) is natural if we can express S relative 
to the frame (dZ, dzJ> as a linear combination of the first derivatives of 
the metric tensor G with coefficients universal l-form valued matrices 
which are polynomials in the [g-l,g,E} variables. If V is any connection 
on A, then VP - V =- S is a l-form valued endomorphism of A. V is 
natural if and only if S is natural. 
LEMMA 2.1. If G is Kaehler and S is natural, then S =- 0. If G is 
Kaehler and C is natural, then V = V, . 
Proof. Let z0 E M. Since G is Kaehler, choose a coordinate system Z 
so that all the first derivatives of the metric tensor vanish at IT” relative 
to the coordinate system 2. Since S is a linear combination of the first 
derivatives of the metric, S(G, Z)(z,) = 0. We assumed S leas invariant 
and therefore S =: 0. The second part of Lemma 2.1 follows by observing 
that S = V - C, is a natural l-form valued endomorphism. For a 
Kaehler metric, there is only one natural connection, the Levi-Civita 
connection. 
Let V be a natural connection on A. We can express the symbol of the 
operator A(V, H) functorially in terms of the derivatives of the metrics 
G and H. This implies that Ba,,,(x, A(V, H)) E 92r,l . Let S be a natural 
l-form valued endomorphism of A and let /z(z) be a real valued function 
on A4. Let t be a real parameter and let Vii = V + thS. The leading 
symbol of the operator A(V,, H) does not depend upon t, h, or S. 
Therefore, the invariant R,&x, A(V, , H)) will be polynomial in t and 
the derivatives of h and S. Let 
P(F, s, H, h) = i;‘a(B,,(s, A(C, , H)) at t = 0. 
Since 
J * B2,,L(x, A(V,, H)) := indes(A(C, , H)) E Z, 
this integral is constant and independent of t, h, or S. Therefore, 
r P(V, s, H, h) = 0. - A4 
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Since w-e are differentiating Uy,,,(s, A(G, , H)) and evaluating at t = 0, 
P(G, s, H, I) I 1 S a linear function of the derivatives of h with coefficients 
that are 2nz-form valued polynomials in 2. 
The ordinary derivatives of a function h are not tcnsorial expressions. 
We introduce the following tensors: Let (e, ,..., Pi,,,) be a real orthonormal 
frame for the real tangent bundle Tdl. If 8 is any tensor field on M, let 
8:il...i,~ denote covariant differentiation of B with respect to the Lc\-ii 
Civita connection in the directions pi1 ,..., pi, . \I:e symmetrize this tensor 
field to define 
where the sum ranges ov-cr the permutations T of k letters. Let \ -: 
(a 1 >..., +,,,) be a multi-index of length 2~2 and let lily,..., ;,;\I be a collec- 
tion of indices which is chosen so that the number of times that a fixed 
indes 1 < j < 2771 appears in this collection is the integer lzj . Let 
II, =-: I!:,iT..,i,,T . 
The ordinary derivatives of h can be expressed in terms of the deriv- 
atives of G and in terms of the tensors h, . Express P(Y, S, H, 11) as a 
linear combination of the tensors h, in the form 
The collection of tensors [P,k(C, S, 11)) defines an invariant 3~1 form 
valued symmetric tensor field which can be computed in terms of the 
derivatives of the metrics G and II. By [8, Lemma 3.61, construct 
2~ - 1 form valued symmetric tensors R, so that 
P(L-, s, Ii, 11) :: rl (x I&) --- l/R,, . 
1 
Since the collection [PJ can be computed in terms of the derivatives 
of G and H, the construction of [8, Lemma 3.61 will yield that the 
collection fR,lj- also can be computed in terms of the derivatives of G 
and H. We can therefore express R, = R,(V, S, H) and R, = R,(V, S, H). 
If the metric G is Kaehler, then S = 0. This implies that for this 
metric, B.L,,r(.~, -4(V, , I-I)) . is independent of t. Therefore, the P, vanish 
for a Kaehler metric. The construction in [8] of the collection {R,) from 
1 a> ‘P is linear and therefore the R, tensors vanish for a Kaehler metric 
as well. 
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By Stokes theorem, 
0 z: J‘ P(Y, s, H, h) = i’ hR,(-i, s, H). 
M nr 
Since the integral of hR,(V, S, H) vanishes for every real function h on n/l, 
this implies that R,(C, S, N) vanishes identically. If 12 = 1, then h, = 0 
unless a = (0 ,..., 0). Let R = Rc, ,.,., ,,I , then R E da ,,,- r and 
This proves: 
P(G, s, H, I) = dR(C, s, H). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be a natural connection arid S a natural l-form 
valued endomorphism of A. 3R E 22,,1p1 such that R vanishes for a k’aehler 
metric and such that 
E!‘8f{B,,,,(x, .qr $ ts, H))j = dR(V, s, H) at t==o. 
We can compute this derivative at t + 0 by replacing R(C, S, H) 
by R(=i + tS, S, H) since G + tS is again a natural connection. We 
apply T,emma 2.2 to prove: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a natural connection on A. The?1 3R E 2?,,,-* 
such that R vanishes for Kaehler metrics and so that 
B.&S, A(C, , H)) - B&,, rl(V, H)) = dR(C, 23). 
Proof. Let S = Y, - P and G, = Y + tS. Define 
R(C, H) r1 [’ R(C,, S, El) dt. 
- 0 
By Lemma 2.2, 
a;i;t{B.,,,,(x, A(V:, , H)); = dR(V’, , S, H). 
We integrate this relation to conclude 
= 1’ +3tB,,,(x, A(C, , H)) dt 
‘0 
= I1 dR(Y;, , S, H) dt = d f1 R(‘Tt , S, H) dt = dR(Y’, H). 
‘0 -0 
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Since R(C, , S, H) vanishes for Kaehler metric, Ii(Y’, H) also vanishes 
for Kaehler metrics. 
We will use Theorem 2.3 in the nest section to replace the connection 
V, in the twisted Dolbeault complex with a connection arising from the 
SPIN, complex. For this connection, &,,,(x, A(Y-, II)) will be expressible 
in terms of characteristic classes. ‘This will complete the proof of 
Theorem I .2. 
3 
The SPIN, complex has been used by Atiyah, Bott, and Patodi [1] to 
give a direct proof of the Riemann-Roth-Hirzebruch formula by heat 
equation methods. We first summarize the relevent facts concerning 
Clifford algebras which we will need. The reader is referred to [2] for 
further details. 
Let W be an oriented 2m-dimensional real vector space with a positive 
definite inner product. Let O(W) be the group of linear maps of IV 
which preserve the inner product, and let SO(W) be the subgroup of 
maps which preserve the orientation. Let T( IV) be the complete tensor 
algebra of W and let I(W) be the two sided ideal of T(IV) which is 
generated by all elements of the form: x := zs @ z: + (23, U) for r E I’. 
Let CL(W) J T( W)/1( W) be the Clifford algebra with the multiplication 
inherited from the tensor algebra. The inclusion of W into the tensor 
algebra T( IV) projects to give an inclusion of ti’into CL( IV). 
I,et (e, )...) e2,,,) be an oriented orthonormal basis for IV. CL( cf:) is 
generated as an algebra by the e(‘s subject to the relations: 
Pi:! = - ] efi ~-e,P, i 7;: j. 
Txt I == (il ,..., i,J with 1 < ii i ... < iq < 2nz and let e, = 
e. ... et0 E CL( IV). CL( I%) inherits a natural inner product from TV. The 
i:clusion of W into CL(W) ’ is an isometry and the collection j-e,) is an 
orthonormal basis for CL(W). If : z is a unit vector of IV, the maps of 
CL(W) which are defined by either y - el .F or bv 1: + y * ‘z’ preserve _ - 
the inner product on CL( IV). 
Let y == e!i @ ... @ zlk E T(IV) and let y1 == cc’,; @ ... @ z’i . ‘The 
rnztp y + y’ preserves the ideal I( II ) 7 and therefore extends to CL(TP). 
PIK( W) = is E CL(W): I’ == z’i ... wI, where the E’, are unit vectors of 15’: 
SPIn;( W) : : {.A? EPIN(W) : .xxt =-= 1;. 
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‘l’hese two sets are groups under Clifford multiplication. If ZJ is a unit 
vector of W and if 4’ E CL(W), let p(zj)( y) =-: zyz’. W is invariant under 
this action and p(z) restricted to W is the reflection in the perpendicular 
hyperplane defined by 2’. If x E PIN(W) and w t W, let p(x)(w) = 
NWX~ E W. This automorphism of W preserves the inner product. The 
restriction of p to SPIN(W) maps to SO(W) so we have: 
p : PIX( W) + O(W) p: SPIK(?V) -F SO(W). 
These maps are nontrivial double coverings. For m > 1, PIN(W) is the 
universal cover of O(W) and SPIN(W) is the universal cover of SO(W). 
Let PIN(W) act on CL(W) by Clifford multiplication on the left. 
Extend this action to CL(W) @ @. This action is not irreducible, but 
decomposes into 2” equivalent representations A, known as the spin 
representation. We identify one such representation A with its repre- 
sentation space A for notational convenience. I,et (e, ,..., ea,,J be an 
oriented basis for W and let 01 = e, ... es,,, E CL(W) be the orientation 
class. Since 01~ = - l”‘, we can decompose A into eigenspaces Ah under 
the action of 01. If N E SPIN(W), X^CC 7 CIX so the spaces A-i- are invariant 
under the action of SPIN(W). This defines two representations A+ 
known as the half-spin representations. Finally, multiplication with 
w E W’anticommutes with IN so Clifford multiplication induces a map of 
the spaces: 
This induces a corresponding map on the group representations of 
SPIN( II’). 
Let M be an oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension 2~2. Choose 
an isometrv of W with Rznl to identify O(W) with O(2m). Let P be the 
principal 6(W) bundle of frames for TM. Since III is orientable, P has 
two components. A PIN structure on M is a principal PIN(W) bundle Q 
together with a bundle map T: Q + P which induces the map p on each 
fiber. We will work with PIN structures on M; the corresponding SPIN 
structures can be recovered by restricting to one of the components of 
the bundle Q. Not every manifold iI4 admits a global PIN structure, but 
locally a PIN structure always exists and it is unique. The Levi-Civita 
connection on P lifts to a PIN connection C, on Q. Clearly T*M = 
Q @$D W and the induced PIN connection is the Levi-Civita connection 
under this isomorphism. Let A(M) := ,Q @ B with the induced connec- 
tion V,. . Let V be an ausilary bundle over M with an inner product and 
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a Riemannian connection Yt. . The bundle d @ I’ inherits a natural 
inner product and a Riemannian connection Y7 @ Yv . 
Let IY E CL( T*M) bc the orientation class. Multiplication by x 
decomposes A into eigenspaces A 11 with a natural connection Y,.:r~. The 
operator ,4,(6,.-, 6,) of the SPlK complex with coefficients in I7 is 
defined by the diagram: 
We proved earlier [5] that: 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(a) ,4JC,+, Yc) is theformal adjo& of the operator AS(GTFF, ‘ii.). 
(b) %,ix.) AsFr+, TJ) can be computed in terms of the Pontrjagin 
forms of TM with respect to the connection TT and in terms of the Cherrl 
forms of T’ zoith respect to the connection V’,. . 
We generalize this construction to define the SPIN, complex given a 
PIN, structure on an oriented manifold. Let 
Extend d by complex linearity to be a representation A, on PIK,. . 
PIN,( IV) = PIT\J( IV) Y I: ( 1) modulo the relation that (--x, zc) = (x, -u). 
Let 
p,: PIS,( IV) + 0( IV) be defined by pe(.y, U) = p(x) 
An oriented manifold 31 has a PIN,. structure of there exists a principal 
PIN, bundIe Qzc and a map ‘TV: _( 0. -+ P which induces pc on each fiber. 
The map 4: PIN, ---f I:(l) d e fi nes a principal r:(l) bundle Q,r’ and a 
bundle map $: 0, -+ Q,.r:. I,et TI, be an C-(I) connection on QcU(l)) and 
let V, be the I,evi-Civita connection on P. Then there is a unique 
connection Y-,, on Q2c such that &.(V,.) = Y,, and p,*(Y’,) = Y,. . 
If M is a PIN manifold, we can take _O,cT and rI, to be trivial, but there 
are other PIN,. structures which are not equivalent. Let 0, be a PIN,. 
structure on M; we define A,(M) = Qc @ A,, . Let A, be the induced 
Riemannian connection on d,(M). If E represents the orientation class, 
we may decompose A, into eigenspaces AC=. The operator A,(Yc*, TV) 
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of the SPIN, complex with coefficients in an auxilary bundle V over $1 
is defined by the diagram: 
c‘z(@ (3 I,‘) ~c=‘-~~ * Cx((l’“AI @ a=) E.! A,.::- @_, f  .) c;l, C-(A,? & J:) 
where we extend Clifford multiplication c to be complex linear. 
\%‘e can describe the SPIN,. complex in terms of the SPIN complex 
locally as follows. I,et 5 be a local square root of the line bundle C),I,’ with a 
connection YE which is the square root of Y7( . Then 
L!l,.‘I = d @ fj L-<:- = TV Q T(. 
Consequently, we can express the SPIN, complex with coefficients in k’ 
in terms of the SPIN complex with coefficients in F’ @ t at least locally. 
Since the Chern form of 5 with respect to ‘7, is just half the Chern form 
of ,Q,u with respect to Y,, , we can apply I,emma 3.1 to conclude: 
I,EMMA 3.2. 
(a) The adjoint of the operator 2!lq(V~--, C,.) is -!lJT,.f, G,.). 
(b) %,Sx, 4Fc.-> vJ> t-an be computed in terms of the Pontrjagin 
forms of I’M with respect to the connection ‘i,, , the Chern form of C&C- 
with respect to the connection ‘TIL , and the Cheryl forms of F’ with respect 
to the connection V,. . 
If M is a complex manifold of real dimension 2~2, it has a natural PIN,. 
structure which we describe as follows. Let J be an almost complex 
structure on the real 27n-dimensional vector space W. Let A(W) be the 
complex exterior algebra; decompose A(W) = 6 Ao,~( W). Let e and e* 
be the complex linear maps of ( W @ C) @ A(W) -+ A(W) given by 
exterior and interior multiplication. Let A”,* = 0, AOJ( W) and let 
c(w) = (e(4u - i]zu) - e*(zu -j- i]zu))/d/2: JV Ti: /lo** - A”*“. 
Since c(w)c(w) = - 11 w li2, we can extend c to CL(W) @ /lo>* + /lo: *. 
Finally, extend c to be complex linear on the algebra CL(W) @ @. The 
restriction of c to PIN,(W) m uces d an irreducible representation of 
PIN, on A”% * which is isomorphic to the representation A,, . The decom- 
position of A, into A,* under the action of (Y corresponds to the decom- 
position of A”> * into forms of even and odd degree [I, 21. 
Let U(W) be the subgroup of SO(W) which commutes with the 
action of J. Let W, be the complex m-dimensional vector space obtained 
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from J17 by letting multiplication by i correspond to the action of J. 
u(w)‘~g p f 1s ;I rou o complex linear maps of JVC; let det: Z:( JV) ---f CT(l) be 
the determinant of a complex linear map. Let inc be the inclusion map 
of t’( Ji7) in O( Jr,‘) and define p: .C7( H’) + PIN,.( PJ’) by the diagram: 
‘l’his uniquely defines the map /3 to be a group homomorphism. 
We can describe /3 explicitly as follo\vs: let II E I-( LJ,‘) act on JJ; . 1,et 
je”,, ‘*,;I be a complete decomposition of II into eigenvalucs and a basis of 
cigcnhectors. ‘l’hc 7~~ t JJ’. Define 
,3(u) : fi esp(it, 7)(ae(f,‘7j f sin(tj 2) .~~/(.i,,,)) t- C‘L( 11’) Q’ @. 
It is easily \-critied that P(U) E PIN,( Jl,‘) is the desired lifting. Further- 
more, c/3(u) is the usual representation of C.‘( TV) on /lo,*. 
Let iI/ be a complex manifold. We define a PIN,. structure as follou-s. 
For any Iiicmannian manifold, the principal O(2n2) bundle of frames of TM 
is isomorphic to the bundle of frames of T*AI. Il:e can therefore vie\v P as 
the frame bundle of 7’*M. Since i\Y is a complex manifold, m-e can reduce 
the structure group to I-(m). The map ,B lifts the structure group of l’*Ail 
to PIN, and defines a PIN, structure 0,. on ,‘II. The line bundle c,.Ir is 
naturally isomorphic to the canonical bundle A,l”‘.O; let Y,, be the holo- 
morphic connection on ,,ll’!,“. Since c/3 is the usual reprcscntation of 
C-(W) on -l”.“, 3,.(M) no A”.*. This isomorphism induces a natural 
connection F, on ;l”.*. Under this isomorphistn, the operator .4,<(Y,.-, Y,.) 
is defined by the diagram: 
c(x) = (e(z6 - iJnc) - ex(zc l- i]zu)): d.2 = -\/W(zc). 
Similarly, if zc E -/l”.l then r(w) = 2/2e(w). This implies z4,s(YC+, Y,,) = 
2/2A(YC , H) and that A,<(V,:-, Y,,) = d%4(Vj,, H). For any elliptic 
4 JL>l(~~ J) = &l( x, aA) for any comples constant n. Together with 
Lemma 3.2, this proves: 
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THEOREM 3.3. There exists a connection C, on Aoa* which restricts to 
a connection on A”,rX-ell and A”.odtL such that: 
(a) V:c is natural. 
(b) The formal adjoint of A(Vc , II) is L4’(C, , H). 
tc> K?nr(~, 4vc 7 II)) can be computed in terms of the Poflt+gin 
forms of ik! with respect to the Leei-Civita connection, the Chern fbrm qf 
the canonical blLndle with respect to the holomorphic connection, and the 
Chern forms of T/’ with respect to the holomorphic connection de@ed by H. 
If Pj is the jth Pontragin class, we can express P,(R(F,)) == 
J’j(WtO) + 42jtG). C onsequently, we can express R,,,,(x, iz(Vc , H)) 
in terms of the Chern classes of M and V with respect to the connections 
V, and C, plus a correction term dR’(G, H). For a Kaehler metric, 
V, = V,, and hence the Qj vanish if G is Kaehler. This implies that R’ 
vanishes as well if G is Kaehler. An index formula for the twisted 
Dolbeault complex is necessarily unique (1) and therefore 
THEOREM 3.4. 3R’ E L?2,,r--1 and a natzual connection Y’,, 011 A”.* sucJ2 
that B&x, A(Fc ) H)) = dR’(G, H) -I t~(w-h>) ww-‘,))),I, - 
R’(G, H) = 0 if G is a Kaehler metric. 
This result combined with Theorem 2.3 completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. It is perhaps worth noting that V,. + C, since Vr does not 
restrict to a connection on /lo.* and that V,. d ‘i’h since A(V,) is not the 
formal adjoint of A’(V,), and A(V,.) is the formal adjoint of J’(C,). 
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